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The following manual should answer any questions you may have about 
your Sidney Attachments product.  However, if you need additional 
information, please feel free to contact your local dealer or us at Sidney 
Attachments directly at 1-866-567-9618.

Proudly crafted in the USA.
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Power Tilt Tree Saws Manual Tilt Tree Saws

Part Number TTS12UN90 TTS12UN90-SK TTS12UNMT TTS12UNMT-SK

Dimensions 73 x 46 x 49 73 x 46 x 49 73 x 46 x 49 73 x 46 x 49

Weight (dry) 1,095 lb 1,105 lb 945 lb 955 lb

Max Hydraulic 
Pressure

3,000 psi 
nominal

3,000 psi 
nominal

3,000 psi 
nominal

3,000 psi 
nominal

Fluid Capacities 
Bearing 8 fl oz SAE90 8 fl oz SAE90 8 fl oz SAE90 8 fl oz SAE90

Fluid Capacities 
Spray Tank

Optional field 
install kit p/n 

TTS12-SK
1 gal

Optional field 
install kit p/n 

TTS12-SK
1 gal

INTRODUCTION

Power Tilt Tree Saw

Manual Tilt Tree Saw

Features and Specification
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Symbols Used in this Owner’s Manual

Throughout this owner’s manual (and on the attachment itself) there are 
universal safety symbols. They are commonly used in the equipment and 
attachment manufacturing industries. These symbols are meant to alert users 
to possible dangers when used the attachment. Please pay careful attention to 
any section of this owner’s manual with one of these symbols.

Read Owner’s 
Manual

WARNING DANGER

Flying Objects

CAUTION

Pressurized 
Hydraulic Fluid

Before Installation and Operation

Be sure to read this owner’s manual and understand its  
contents prior to installation and operation of your Sidney tree 
saw. If there is anything in this manual you do not understand, 
please contact your authorized dealer, or the Sidney Customer 
Service Department at 866-567-9618. We will be glad to answer 
your questions. 

Sidney Attachments cares about your safety, and the safety  
of others who operate or are in the vicinity of the tree saw  
attachment. Sidney Attachments takes great pride in  
engineering and building quality attachments with the  
operator’s safety in mind, but the responsibility for the safe use of 
this attachment ultimately belongs to the operator.

Never let anyone operate the tree saw attachment unless they 
have first read this owner’s manual.

Special Note: Current at the time of publication. Sidney Attachments reserves the right to  
redesign all or any portion of this attachment and the owner’s manual at any time without  
notification. For questions or concerns, or to inquire about updates, please contact your authorized 
dealer or the Customer Service Department at 866-567-9618.
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General Safety Considerations

OSHA clear zone (see Figure 1)

REGULATION AND STANDARDS

Figure 1
29 CFR 1910.266
Unsafe zone for personnel 
not occupying the machine

Radius = 2 x height of tree
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tree
stump

tree
stump

Direction of the 
blade rotation

Debris

Debris

Hazards

• Flying objects – WARNING: Flying debris may be created when 
using this attachment. Use personal protective equipment and 
keep all bystanders at a safe distance.

• Falling trees and branches

• Saw blade

• Machine movement

• Pressurized hydraulic fluid – There is significant risk of injection 
from the high pressure spray at hydraulic leaks Please read all 
general safety precautions before operating the attachment or 
call your authorized dealer or our Customer Service Department 
at 866-567-9618.

KNOWN HAZARDS AND HAZARD MITIGATION

Plan cuts to avoid throwing debris towards the machine, property, or personnel.
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General Safety Precautions

Sidney Attachments wants users to have many years of safe, low-maintenance 
use from Sidney tree saws. Please read the following section  regarding safety 
thoroughly and follow all precautions each time the Sidney tree saw  
attachment is used.

SAFETY STARTS WITH YOU! 

If you operate or work near skid steers, take these steps to  
protect yourself. This information is from the National Institute for  
Occupational Safety and Health at www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/98-117

1. Follow Safe Operating Procedures:

• Operate the machine from the operator’s compartment.
 » never from the outside.

• Stay seated when operating the machine controls.

• Work with the seat belt fastened and the restraint bar in place.

• When possible, plan to load, unload, and turn on level ground.

• Travel and turn with the bucket in the lowest position possible.

• Operate on stable surfaces only.

• Do not travel across slopes. Travel straight up and down slopes, 
with the heavy end of the machine pointed uphill.

• Keep bystanders away from the work area.

• Never disable safety devices.

2. Enter and Exit from the Machine Safely:

• Enter the machine only when attachment is flat on the ground 
and when saw blade has stopped rotating
 » or when the lift arm support is in place.

• When entering the machine, face the seat and keep a  
three-point contact with handholds and steps.

• Never use foot or hand controls as steps or handholds.

• Keep all walking and working surfaces clean and clear.

• Before leaving the operator’s seat: 
 » lower the attachment flat to the ground
 » set the parking brake
 » turn off the engine
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3. Maintain the Machine in Safe Operating Condition:

• Follow the manufacturer’s instructions.

• Keep the foot controls free of mud, ice, snow and debris.

• Regularly inspect and maintain:
 » Interlocked controls
 » Seat belts
 » Restraint bars
 » Side screens
 » Rollover protective structures (ROPS)
 » Falling object protection structure (FOPS)

• NEVER modify or bypass safety devices.

• If you must perform service under a raised attachment, use the 
lift arm supports.

Safely Checking For Hydraulic Leaks

THERE IS A SIGNIFICANT RISK OF INJECTION FROM THE 
HIGH PRESSURE SPRAY AT HYDRAULIC LEAKS.
• The energy used to operate the machine and attachments can  

be stored in the hydraulic system, even when the machine  
engine is off.

• Serious injuries from hydraulic fluid injection can seem  
insignificant at first. Often it can seem like a pin prick or  
tingling, but later it may require amputation.

HIGH PRESSURE LEAKS ARE OFTEN INVISIBLE.
• Hydraulic system injuries can include:

 » Burns from hot fluid
 » Injection of hydraulic fluid
 » Trauma from energized components or flailing lines

DO NOT

DO NOT use hands, or other body parts, to 
inspect for  hydraulic leaks. Instead, use a piece 
of paper or wood.

DO NOT place hands or other body parts in 
pinch points when the machine has not been 
properly blocked and locked out.

DO NOT “crack” a hydraulic fitting to release 
hydraulic pressure. Severe risk of injection.

DO NOT tighten or loosen hydraulic components 
when the system is pressurized.

DO NOT assume that the system is depressurized.

DO

Always Lock Out, Tag Out machine controls 
before working on the machine or attachment.

Always use the methods recommended by the 
manufacturer to block lift arms and other moving 
components, to prevent accidental movement.

Always use appropriate PPE (Personal              
Protective Equipment) when working on or around            
machinery.

Take an approved safety course related to   
hydraulic systems. Local university extension 
programs and equipment dealers offer training on 
hydraulic safety.
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Inspect the Tree Saw Prior to Every Cutting Session 

1. BEFORE Star ting Machine:

• Look for obvious damage to saw structure welds, dents, loose 
fasteners, etc.

• Check hydraulics for abrasion, leaks, kinks, etc. DO NOT  
inspect pressurized hydraulics without using precautions  
injection risk

• Inspect hydraulic and electrical connections to machine

2. PRIOR to Operating the Saw Blade:

• Start machine, raise the saw, tilt the head 90 degrees and  
gently lower the saw to the ground

• TURN OFF THE MACHINE

• Inspect the blade for damage:   
 » Bending: DO NOT attempt to repair a bent blade  
 » Broken or missing teeth: DO NOT OPERATE with missing tooth 
holders

 » Cracks: particularly near the hub and/or tooth slots

3. Ensure Smooth Operation of All Functions:

• Blade spin in horizontal position

• Tilt the head

• Blade spin in tilted position

INSPECTION POINTS
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Lifting/Points

It is recommended that the user sling the Sidney Land Shark rotating power 
tree saw around the neck near the CG location and balance by hand.  
A second method is to sling the saw around the fins on the head, and around 
the base of the brush guard with a separate sling.

DO NOT lift or sling the saw in any manner that might damage   
a hydraulic component.

INSTALLATION AND REMOVAL

Connecting the Machine to the Saw

Sidney’s standard tree saw are equipped with a universal skid steer mount 
which will fit the majority of modern skid steer loaders and a variety of other 
types of machines. Other mounts are available on a case-by-case basis. 
To connect the saw to the machine, roll the machine hitch forward and  
approach the back of the saw, being careful to line up on the centerline of the 
saw with the machine hitch squared up to the saw hitch. Guide the top of the 
machine hitch under the hook bar and raise the loader arms until the back of 
the saw is slightly off the ground. Roll the machine hitch back until the front of 
the saw lifts off the ground and then engage the 2 latches.

Sling Point 1

Sling Point 2

Center of Gravity
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Connecting the Hydraulic Lines

IMPORTANT: case drain is required, not using the case drain will void the  
manufacturer’s warranty.

There are 3 hydraulic lines on the tree saw, 2 of which are for hydraulic fluid 
supply and return, and the third smaller line is a case drain for the motor. The 
hydraulic couplers on each line are distinct from the others, so it is not likely 
that they will be connected incorrectly. It is important that all three lines are 
connected to the loader’s hydraulic system with the hydraulic couplers seated 
properly — make sure that the couplers have latched and cannot be pulled 
off without disengaging the latch. The case drain is REQUIRED to protect the 
hydraulic motor from overpressure which could damage the motor seal or the 
motor case.

Connecting the Electrical Lines (TTS12UN90 and TTS12UN90-SK)

The Sidney tree saw requires electrical connections to the machine in order 
to respond to switches pressed by the operator. The standard configuration 
requires several harnesses to be installed on the machine. Optional  
configurations available are the 7-pin and 14-pin “Plug-and-Play” connectors 
which allow the Tree Saw to interface directly with the OEM controls in the 
cab of the machine without installing additional harnesses. There are 3 wires 
that supply +12VDC to various solenoids and pumps for tilting and spraying 
(if installed), the 4th wire is the ground. All of these connections are made 
when the connector at the top of the supply hose assembly is plugged into a 
properly installed wiring system on the machine.

Installation of Standard Harnesses (TTS12UN90 and TTS12UN90-SK)

Connector BConnector A

Connector A

Connector B

Connector A

Connector B

Use zip ties to attach
the switch to the control
column in a good position

22ft Gray Harness
(follow path of hydraulic hoses
along the boom)

Red/Black Switch Harness
(route under the seat)

12ft Gray Harness
(included in saw supply
hose assembly)

Wire directly to 
battery terminals:

     black = ground
     red    = +12VDC
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• Tack weld the bell reducer, large side up, in the hole in the top right side of the body.

• Drill a hole in the bottom of the saw body as shown in the illustration on this page.

• Weld the nozzle bracket, with the notch centered over the hole you just drilled,  
inside the saw body.

• Install remaining components using the instructions on this page.

Field Installation of Optional Spay Kit

Tack weld bell reducer 
in location shown

Bolt pump to right-hand saw 
body panel using existing holes.

existing holes. Drill  
holes as required. 

saw body panel using   

inside the saw
inside saw body
Bolt to bracket 

Bolt to right-hand  

saw body
of bell reducer on 

(shipped loose)
Bell reducer

(shipped loose)
Plug

(shipped loose)
Nozzle bracket

Thread into bottom 

Plug pump wire into existing 
connector on the harness 

Cut all hoses to fit

Bottom View

Cut hole
2.00

for nozzle

 19 

 19 

 

.25

side of bell

View of spray kit installed 

Hole for nozzle 

in the saw body

.25not shown

.19 1.0
1 on each

For Parts Shipped Loose: 
Some early saws were not 
equipped for simple retrofit of 
spray kits in the field. For those 
saws, this kit includes a bell  
reducer, a plug, and a bracket 
that will need to be installed 
along with the components.
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Checking for Proper Installation and Operation

See the Inspectiont Point section (page 10) for proper control activation and 
directions.

Removing the Saw from the Machine

• Tilt the saw head so that the blade is in a horizontal position.

• Ensure that the hydraulic flow has been turned off and that the 
blade is not spinning.

• Place the saw on a pallet or other storage location.

• Disengage the latches on the hitch.

• Roll the loader hitch forward and lower the arms until the  
machine hitch clears the hook bar on the saw hitch.

• Back away from the saw JUST A FEW INCHES.

• TURN THE MACHINE OFF.

• Disconnect the hydraulic lines and electrical line from the saw 
and store them where dirt will not collect on the connectors.

• Drive the machine away.
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Blade 

The saw blade will spin whenever the auxiliary hydraulic flow is activated if 
the saw is properly connected to the machine.

Tilt

For the TTS12UN90 and TTS12UN90-SK models, tilting the saw head is  
accomplished by pressing and holding one of two controls in the machine 
with the blade spinning. The standard harness configuration is supplied with 
two trigger switches that are mounted in the cab, and each switch will tilt the 
saw head in one direction. The “Plug-and-Play” options allow the operator to 
use OEM switches located on the existing control sticks. The head will tilt 90 
degrees to one side for trimming branches, cross-cutting logs, or ripping logs.

For the TTS12UNMT and TTS12UNMT-SK models, TURN THE MACHINE OFF 
and exist the cab. DO NOT allow another person to approach the saw while 
the machine is running.

• Stand clear of the blade

• Install the lever (cheater bar) into socket on the saw head

• Pull the head Tilt release handle

• Using the lever, tilt the head

• Allow the head tilt release pin to fully engage the latching hole 
before restarting the saw

Spray (TTS12UN90-SK and TTS12UNMT-SK)

When the saw is purchased with a sprayer option, an additional switch 
harness is supplied that plugs into the saw harnesses already installed on the 
machine. This provides a specific trigger switch (in addition to the two trigger 
switches for tilting) to operate the spray pump. Simply pressing the third 
trigger switch will run the spray pump as long as the switch is held. The spray 
nozzle is mounted inside the saw body and directs a jet of fluid downward 
through a hole in the bottom of the body.

Felling

Felling of standing trees requires care and planning. Be aware of 
wind, slopes, leaning stems, and other factors that may indicate 
the probable direction that the tree will fall once cut. 

OPERATION
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Trees may fall in any direction, so it is important to use a machine with proper 
ROPS/FOPS protection and to be very vigilant when felling. To reduce  
pinching when cutting large trees, cut the tree 6” - 8” above the ground, then 
return to cut the stump at ground level. Tilt the head into a position that is 
roughly perpendicular to the stem of the tree. Approach the tree slowly begin 
the cut, applying more cutting force once the blade is already cutting wood. 
Approaching the tree from the left side of the saw will increase control and 
eliminate pull-in due to rotation. It is often preferable to progress through the 
cut by rotating the machine rather than driving forward, but field conditions 
will dictate which to use. As the cut gets deeper listen to the sound of the 
saw to anticipate if the blade is becoming pinched. If the saw begins to slow 
down, ease off on the cutting force or back out of the tree and cut from  
another direction. As the cut nears completion, be aware of the direction that 
the tree is tending to fall and be prepared to respond.

Trimming

Branches may be trimmed by tilting the saw head roughly perpendicular to the 
branch, and proceeding to trim. Be aware that the saw dust will be propelled 
in a certain direction depending upon which way the head is tilted and what 
part of the blade is used to cut the branch. Plan your cut to avoid spraying 
saw dust on the machine. 

Be aware of the falling branch and do not position the machine 
under the branch where it will be struck.

Cross Cutting

Once the tree is on the ground, it may be sectioned into manageable logs or 
rounds by cross-cutting. Approach perpendicular to the stem, tilt the head to 
one side and proceed to cross-cut. Care should be taken to avoid spraying 
saw dust on the machine, and to avoid driving the blade into the ground. The 
teeth on the blade will generally stand up to dirt and mud, but rocks or other 
hard objects will chip the inserts.

Ripping

Trees on the ground may also be ripped along their length if the machine 
can straddle the log without contact. Tilt the head to one side, approach the 
stem from the end, and proceed to cut. Rip cutting will produce very long and 
stringy chips of wood, and care should be taken to avoid spraying chips on 
the machine.
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Saw teeth are consumable items which are inexpensive and easy 
to replace. The special tool required for servicing the teeth is  
supplied with the saw and can be found inside the saw body,  
bolted to the right side. Remove this tool and acquire a set of 
teeth. THE SAW MUST NEVER BE OPERATED WITH ANY TOOTH 
HOLDERS MISSING. The saw will operate with chipped inserts, 
but tooth holders must be in place to stabilize the rim of the blade.

Use the bolt with the narrow point to drive out the soft rivet on the tooth holder. 
Slide the tooth out and slide in a new one. Use the bolt with the broad flat tip 
to swage a new rivet in place. DO NOT REUSE OLD RIVETS.

Optional “Rock” Teeth

Heavy Duty teeth are available that with stand rough use better than standard 
teeth with a slight reduction in cutting performance.

MAINTENANCE

The rock teeth come with either right hand ”RH” or left hand “LH” set to the tips to ensure that the 
kerf is wider than the blade thickness to reduce pinching.

Install RH and LH teeth in alternating positions as shown here. 

RH RH

RHRH

LH

LH

LH

LH

RHLH
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Tilt Stop Adjustment

If the cutting head wobbles or seems loose, the slack can be adjusted out as 
follows:

• With the saw blade horizontal

• Loosen the jam nut on the stop bolt

• Tighten the stop bolt against the cylinder log

• Tighten the jam not to prevent the stop bolt from turning further

If this procedure does not remove all of the slack, or the saw blade is no  
longer horizontal, the cylinder clevis may be adjusted and then the stop bolt 
procedure is repeated.

• Remove the cylinder from the saw

• Using soft jaws hold the rod in a vise and turn the clevis 1 or 2 turns as if 
removing if from the cylinder. Re-tighten the set screw on the clevis.

• Reinstall the cylinder in the saw

• Repeat the stop adjustment procedure above

Lubrication Points & Procedures

Tilt shaft:

• The hinge point around which the head tilts consists of a hinge tube and a 
large shaft. There are two grease points on the tube.

• Lubrication interval:
 » Once per season under casual use.
 » Lubricate weekly under heavy use or adverse conditions such as rain or snow.

Clevis

Stop bolt

Rod
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• Procedure:
 » Remove the inspection panel on the side of the saw frame. The panel is located 
on the side of the necked down portion of the frame.

 » Use a grease gun to apply grease to both zerks provided.
 » Wipe away excess grease to prevent attracting dirt which tends to infiltrate the 
hinge and cause wear.

Bearing Assembly:

• The bearing assembly inside the head contains gear oil.

• Lubrication interval:
 » Once every 200-300 hours under casual use.
 » Once per season under heavy use.
 » Inspect periodically for leaks (gear oil has a distinctive odor compared with 
hydraulic fluid) and change the oil as required.

• Procedure:
 » Elevate the saw and place on a table, jack stands, or other stable 
surface.

 » Tilt the head so that the blade is horizontal.
 » TURN OFF THE MACHINE.
 » Remove one of the side inspection panels from the saw frame.
 » Remove all 6 bolts holding the shaft to the rotary actuator. DO NOT 
remove or loosen the bolts on the feet of the rotary actuator – to do 
so may affect the alignment of the tilt mechanism resulting in bolt 
failures. 

 » Remove the fins and head cover from the head of the saw.
 » Locate the fill/drain plugs near each side of the motor base.
 » Remove both plugs and screw a drain hose into one of the ports. 
One or both of the plugs is magnetic. Inspect the plugs for metal fines 
or other debris. *** This may be an indication of bearing failure ***

 » Manually tilt the head toward the side with the drain hose, and wait 
for all of the oil to drain out.

 » Manually tilt the head back to the horizontal position.
 » Using the drain hose, pour 8 fl oz of SAE 90W gear oil into the 
bearing assembly.

 » Replace the drain plugs. Use a small amount of Teflon tape to seal 
the plugs.

 » Replace the bolts fastening the shaft to the rotary actuator. Torque: 22 
ft-lb (lubed),44 ft-lb (dry).

 » Replace the inspection panel.
 » Run the saw for a few minutes and then turn off the machine. Inspect 
for leaks.

 » Replace the head cover.
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Par ts:

Bearing assembly

Grease zerks on the bearing 
blocks (2 places)

TTS12UN90 and TTS12UN90-SK Models

Hydraulic hoses

Bolt, Hex

Washer, Lock

Cap, Top Shroud

Bolt, Hex

Washer, Lock

O-ring

Bolt, Hex

Washer, Ext Star

Assy, Bearing

Motor, Piston
Manifold, Valve

Tooth, Kodiak

Blade, Saw
Shoe, Blade

Washer, Ext Star

Bolt, Hex

Guard, Blade

Washer, LockWasher, Lock
Bolt, Hex

Trim, Edge

Panel, Inspection

Bolt, Hex

Lid, Trunk
Bolt, Hex

Trim, Edge

Brush Guard

Washer, Plain

Screw, Wing

Cylinder, Tilt

Hoses, Hydraulic
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TTS12UNMT and TTS12UNMT-SK Models

Par ts:

Bearing assembly

Grease zerks

Hydraulic hoses

Guard, Brush

Guard, Blade

Bolt, Hex

Washer, Ext Star

Shoe, Blade

Tooth, Kodiak

Blade, Saw

Washer, Ext Star

Bolt, Hex

Baseplate

Collar, Shaft

Stand, Valve

Assy, Bearing

Washer, Ext Star

Bolt, Hex

O-ring

Motor, Piston

Washer, Ext Star

Bolt, Hex

Cap, Top Shroud

Washer, Ext Star

Bolt, Hex

Panel, Inspection

Bolt, Hex

Lid, Trunk

Washer, Ext Star

Screw, Wing

Trim, Edge

Spring, Compression
Handle

Hoses, Hydraulic
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Problem Possible Cause Suggested Investigation/Repair

Saw teeth worn 
or broken

Normal operation   
condition -- teeth are 
consumable items.

Use rivet tool to replace the teeth. The bolt with the narrow 
point is used to drive the rivet out to the tooth holder. the 
bolt with the wide head is used to swage the new rivet in 
place once the tooth has been replaced. ** DO NOT run 
the saw with an empty tooth holder slot **

Saw head 
wobble or seems 
loose 

Tilt needs to be 
adjusted 

Adjust the tilt stop according to the procedure in the     
maintenance section of this manual

Oil Leak Loose fitting Using proper precautions against the hazards associated 
with pressurized hydraulic fluid, check for the location of 
the leak. Tighten fittings or replace o-rings as necessary. 

Hose damage Using proper precautions against the hazards associated 
with pressurized hydraulic fluid, check for the location 
of the leak.  Replace all faulty hoses – do not attempt to 
repair them.

Motor case in 
cracked 

This is caused by a faulty or disconnected case drain.    
Replace motor and ensure the case drain line on the 
machine is free from obstructions (clean the filter) and is 
used every time the saw is operated. Defeating the motor 
protection valve, or not using a properly functioning case 
drain, voids the warranty.  Install a case drain on the 
machine if necessary.

Bearing seal has 
failed

The bearing assembly contains 80 - 90wt gear oil that has 
a distinctive smell as compared with hydraulic fluid. If it 
runs dry, the bearings will seize. With the saw  
disconnected from the machine, manually verify that the 
blade can turn freely and smoothly – it will only turn one 
direction. Seized bearings generally require replacement 
of the entire bearing assembly, although if the bearings are 
OK a seal kit can be ordered.

Blade will not 
spin

No hydraulic flow • Check the fluid level in the machine reservoir. Fill if 
necessary. 

• Ensure that the machine’s auxiliary hydraulic function 
has been activated.  Sometimes there is a switch.

Case drain linen is 
not function

The saw is equipped with a valve that blocks flow to 
the motor when the case drain pressure exceeds a              
predetermined set point. Ensure that the case drain line 
on the machine is properly connected and is free from 
obstructions (commonly a plugged filter.) Defeating the 
motor protection valve, or not using a properly functioning 
case drain, voids the warranty. Install a case drain on the 
machine if necessary.

Reversed hydraulic 
flow

Reverse the flow using the controls on the machine.         
Alternately, remove the two large hydraulic couplers from 
the ends of the supply lines, and reinstall them on the 
opposite hoses. Reconnect to machine.

Bearing has seized The bearing under the motor requires 80 - 90 wt gear oil. 
If it runs dry, the bearings will seize. With the saw  
disconnected from the machine, manually verify that the 
blade can turn freely and smoothly – it will only turn one 
direction. Seized bearings generally require replacement 
of the entire bearing assembly.

TROUBLESHOOTING
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Blade will not 
spin

Motor case is 
cracked

This is caused by a faulty or disconnected case drain.  
Replace motor and ensure the case drain is free from     
obstructions (clean the filter) and is used every time the 
saw is operated. Defeating the motor protection valve, 
or not using a properly functioning case drain, voids the 
warranty. Install a case drain on the machine if necessary.

Relief valve stuck Remove relief valve cartridge from the valve manifold and 
inspect. Remove foreign objects that may interfere with the 
valve and then reinstall.

Blade spins 
wrong direction

Blade was installed 
upside down.

Lift the saw and secure it to a work bench or jack stands.  
Remove the bolts holding the blade to the bearing, flip the 
blade over, and reinstall the bolts. Use thread locking fluid 
and torque to 106 ft-lb.

Head tilt is jerky 
and/or  
incomplete, or 
the head tries to 
tilt but just barely 
moves

Air in the hydraulic 
circuit

Bleed the tilt circuit.

Hydraulic pressure 
is too low

Make sure the engine RPM’s are high enough to provide 
full auxiliary pressure.

Head will not 
tilt at all – no 
movement

No electrical output 
to solenoids

Unplug the 3 connectors from the solenoids and use a 
12VDC test light to verify that they get power when the 
tilt buttons in the machine are pressed. Note: the “Block” 
circuit must activate when tilting both right and left.  Check 
for blown fuses.

Electrical ground 
problem

The ground may be sufficient to light a test light, but it 
may not be enough to run a larger load such as one of 
the solenoids in the saw. Use a multimeter to measure the 
resistance in the ground circuits. Repair or replace wires/
connectors as required. Ensure that the ground used is 
provided by the electrical system of the machine rather 
than using a chassis ground.

“Block” valve failure Remove “block” cartridge from the valve manifold and  
inspect. Also, pressure gauges can be mounted in the ports 
on the top of the rotary actuator. When attempting to tilt, 
one of those ports will show a pressure of approximately 
1500 - 1800 psi using forward flow.

Shaft binding The shaft may have been installed incorrectly or may have 
incurred field damage. Disconnect the hydraulic cylinder 
that tilts the head.  Manually tilt the head and check for 
damage.

No hydraulic flow • Check the fluid level in the machine reservoir. Fill if 
necessary.

• Ensure that the machine’s auxiliary hydraulic function 
has been activated. Sometimes there is a switch.

• Make sure the engine RPM’s are high enough to provide 
full auxiliary pressure.

No lubricant Remove the motor from the top of the bearing and check 
inside the bearing for proper lubricant level. Oil should 
be just covering the bearing nut. Fill to this level with 
SAE 90W gear oil, or replace the bearing assembly if 
damaged.
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The goal of Sidney Attachments (“Sidney”) warranty policy is to assure confidence, reduce downtime and 
minimize cost of ownership. Should you want to verify warranty, or should potential issues arise, please 
contact your authorized dealer or Sidney’s Customer Service Team at info@SidneyAttachments.com,  
712-374-3366, or 913-495-4803 and we will strive to answers your questions and/or resolve any issues in 
a timely manner.

Sidney Attachments (“Sidney”) offers a Limited Warranty on Shear, Grapple, and Puller Attachments  
delivered hereunder against faulty workmanship and use of defective materials for a period of twenty four 
(24) months from the date of shipment to the original purchaser from Sidney and/or Sidney Authorized 
Dealers. Sidney offers a Limited Warranty on Saw and Brush Mower Attachments against faulty design,  
material, and workmanship for normal use when properly maintained for a period of twelve (12) months 
from date of shipment. The Warranty for all products listed above and delivered hereunder to Rental users 
is for a period of six (6) months from the date of shipment to the original purchaser. Seller offers a Limited 
Warranty for miscellaneous parts and accessories such as cylinders, hoses, switches, valves and wiring  
delivered hereunder against faulty workmanship and use of defective materials for a period of three (3) 
months from the date of shipment. This warranty does not include, and there in hereby excludes,  
maintenance parts and consumables including but not limited to hydraulic fluid, oil, belts, teeth, blades, 
filters and other similar items.

Sidney offers a Limited Warranty on Auger Attachments against faulty design, material, and workmanship 
for normal use when properly maintained. Auger Gearboxes are warranted for a period of sixty (60) 
months from date of shipment, Auger Motors are warranted for twenty four (24) months from date of 
shipment. Auger Bits,  Frames and Cradles are warranted for a period of twelve (12) months from date of 
shipment. Refer to the Product Manual for proper maintenance procedures. Spare, Replacement and After 
Warranty Parts including hoses and components are warranted for three (3) months. Arrow Auger Teeth, 
Pilots, Adaptors and Extensions are manufactured with a patented design to interface with Arrow Auger 
attachments extensions and adaptors. The use of attachments other than Arrow Auger Teeth, Pilots,  
Attachments, Extensions and/or Adaptors, will void all warranty on Auger Drive and Bits. The use of Arrow 
adaptors on unapproved attachments is not sanctioned. A “home-made” or non-standard attachment outside 
the specifications for the machine will void the warranty.

Warranty coverage has the following exclusions: The original purchaser is responsible for and must bear the 
cost of: Normal maintenance of the products such as lubrication, bleeding / air removal, minor adjustments, 
etc. Transportation of defective part(s) to and from Sidney or such place where warranty work is being 
performed. This warranty does not cover any damage to any machine the Sidney product is attached to 
nor subjected to falling trees or limbs, flying debris, hydraulic component damage. This warranty does not 
include and there in hereby excludes all normal wear, maintenance and consumable items including, but not 
be limited to blades, carbide inserts, saw teeth, pilots, wear shoes, bolts in wear areas, bearings and seals.

Warranty begins on the date of shipment to the original purchaser. All claims for warranty policy must be 
accompanied by a copy of the original sales receipt and must be made to Sidney in writing within ten 
calendar (10) days after the occurrence. Any claim after the ten (10) days will automatically invalidate the 
warranty claim.

Disassembly, modification or welding of products without Sidney’s written authorization voids the warranty. 
Hydraulic hoses are warranted against failure due to workmanship. Improper installation, ripping or cutting 
due to unauthorized modifications of Sidney installation or operating procedures is not warranted. An  
Authorized Dealer or Sidney representative must install hydraulic kits and components for failures to be 
given warranty consideration.

No warranties are expressed or implied as to the fitness of the equipment on which the product,  
attachment or accessory is installed. The purchaser will be responsible for promptly informing Sidney  
Customer Service of any perceived operational deficiencies or failures. Sidney will be the sole party  
responsible for analysis of perceived deficiencies or failures.

Special Order Products which do not fit because of incorrectly provided specifications are not returnable, 
are not covered by this limited warranty and constitute the property of the purchaser. Product and part 
replacement or repair will be at the discretion of Sidney. In some cases, Sidney may approve field repairs in 
writing by technicians in the field. Compensation for field repairs may be negotiated. Field repairs  
undertaken without approval by Sidney Customer Service will void the warranty. Sidney will not be  
responsible for consequential damages, such as loss ofbusiness, rental, travel or other expenses. Please see 
details below.

LIMITED WARRANTY
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General
All Sidney Limited Warranties are extended only to the original purchaser in the U.S. and may be void in 
the event that the product is sold or otherwise transferred. No warranty will apply to any product that been 
(i) modified, altered or adapted without Sidney’s written consent, (ii) abused or misused, (iii) repaired by 
any third party in a manner which fails to meet Sidney’s repair standards, (iv) improperly installed, (v) used 
without a proper functioning case drain, (vi) modified to defeat the motor protection valve, (vii) used with 
any device or implement not covered by this warranty, or used outside of the United States.

The selling dealer makes no warranty of its own and the dealer has no authority to make any representation 
or promise on behalf of DFM, or to modify the terms or limitations of this warranty in any way.

THE WARRANTIES SET FORTH HEREIN ARE IN LIEU OF ANY AND ALL OTHER WARRANTIES EXPRESSED 
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OR MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR  
PURPOSE. THE PURCHASER ACKNOWLEDGES THAT NO OTHER REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES 
WERE MADE OR RELIED ON IN CONNECTION WITH THE PURCHASE OF THE PRODUCTS. NO PERSON 
IS AUTHORIZED TO VARY, MODIFY OR CHANGE THE TERMS OF THIS LIMITED WARRANTY. NEITHER 
PARTY SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGE IN CONNECTION WITH OR ARIS1NG OUT OF THE USE OF THE PROPERTY SOLD TO THE 
PURCHASER INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOSS OF BUSINESS, RETROFITS, GOODWILL OR  
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES WHETHER IN CONTRACT OR TORT, INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE.

Nothing in this Warranty affects any statutory rights of consumers or other purchasers that cannot be waived 
or limited by contract. This limited warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may have other rights 
which vary from state to state.

Please refer to Sidney’s Terms and Conditions of Sale on the website for additional information.

Product being returned for any reason must be approved prior to shipment by Sidney Customer Service. 
Prior to returning any Product, sender shall first contact Sidney and request a “Return Authorization (RA) 
Number” so the name and place of potential return or repair can be determined. To initiate a return, contact 
Sidney’s Customer Service Team at 712-374-3366 or via email at Info@SidneyAttachments.com.

All returns must be shipped Pre Paid with the RA Number prominently displayed on the Bill of Lading  
and/or Packing Slip. Non-pre-paid returns, or returns without an RA number will be refused at the dock.  
Unauthorized returns may be reshipped to the customer freight-collect. Items not returned within thirty (30) 
days of the issuance of the Return Authorization will not be accepted.

Returns & Repairs: Warranty
In the event that a Product does not comply with published operating specifications due to defective  
materials or workmanship, and is returned to Sidney within the warranty period freight prepaid, Sidney will 
repair or replace such non-conforming Product at no additional charge.

Warranty service must be performed by Sidney, a dealer or service center authorized by Sidney to sell 
and/or service the type of product involved, which will use only new or remanufactured parts or  
components furnished by Sidney. Warranty service will be performed without charge to the purchaser for 
parts or labor. The purchaser will be responsible, however, for any service call and/or transportation of 
product to and from the dealer’s or service center’s place of business, for any premium charged for overtime 
labor requested by the purchaser, and for any service and/or maintenance not directly related to any defect 
covered under the warranty as described in this document.

Returns: Non-Warranty
Standard Stocking Product: Sidney may, at its own discretion, accept material returns for unused or 
unopened standard stocking not-obsolete product shipped from a Sidney facility within ninety (90) days. 
Product must be in original packaging, in good condition and not requiring touch-up or repair. Restocking 
of returns are subject to a minimum 20% restocking fee. Please use the return procedure described above. 
Depending on condition and item status Sidney may offer full credit against the purchase less a minimum 
twenty percent (20%) handling and restocking fee.

Non-Standard, Non-Stocked, Modified or Special Ordered Product: Any Product purchased, made, 
modified, purchased or specially built to customer’s specifications are non-cancelable and non-returnable. 
Custom manufactured attachments that do not fit because of incorrectly provided specifications are both 
non-cancellable and non-returnable.

PRODUCT RETURNS
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NOTES
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SidneyAttachments.com
16000 W. 108th Street, Lenexa KS, 66219


